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The Byzantine Taming of
Hellenism (500 A.D.-1500 A.D.)
Meanwhile, Byzantium kept alive the Hellenistic traditions in education and literature
for 1000 years during which time it transmitted these traditions northward to much of
Eastern Europe and to Russia, southward to the Arabic Moslems of the Middle East
and North Africa, as well as westward where its educational influences directly
touched many parts of Europe at critical times in its history. Justinian's reconquest of
southern Italy and Spain and North Africa left a bequest of imperial schools and Greek
scholarship which served as reservoirs of classical learning throughout the Middle Ages.
Irish monasticism drew on these resources in the sixth century, as did the English
church and learning in the seventh century, the Carolingian educational movements of
the eighth and ninth centuries, and above all the Italian Renaissance of the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.
Prime agencies in the civilizing process were the Byzantine schools, whether
promoted by church or by state or by both. From the seventh and eighth centuries
through the eleventh and twelfth, Moslem scholars borrowed Greek science and
philosophy from Byzantine sources, translated the works into Arabic,and thus eventu-
ally made available a vast store of knowledge to the West when it was finally ready to
capitalize upon it from the eleventh century on. Such knowledge was a major element
in the formative period of education in Western civilization during the later Middle
Ages.
More direct in its influence was the Byzantine effort to Christianize and
Hellenize the Slavic peoples of Eastern Europe. In the ninth and tenth centuries, the
oral languages of Serbs, Bulgarians, and Russians were written down in the form of
translations of the Bible, eastern Fathers' writings, and other religious works. Along
with this went the conversion of Slavic leaders and their peoples to Christianity.
Missionaries and monastaries began the process of spreading education through the
vast land regions to the north of Byzantium.
Great though this influence was upon political leaders and within the church, the
educational veneer, relatively thin on the surface, did not penetrate very deeply into
the lower layers of society nor into the rural regions. In this respect, Eastern Europe
followed a much more conservative educational as well as religious tradition for nearly
a thousand years after its incorporation into eastern Christendom. It did not change in
essence until the upsurge of contact with Western education took place in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
By and large, the thousand years between 500 and 1500 A.D. showed a
remarkable difference in the end points betwen the two halves of Christendom. At the
beginning of the period the Eastern realm was at its height in power and influence
under Justinian. This was followed by a recession or decline during the seventh, eighth,
and ninth centuries, especially marked by the bitter struggles of the iconoclastic
controversies. A second major florescence of Byzantine culture took place in the later
tenth and early eleventh centuries, once again followed by a recession occasioned by
the conquests of the Latin crusaders. A final renaissance appeared in the fourteenth
century only to be followed by the destruction of the Empire with the fall of
Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453.

